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 Bug Advisory 
 

Title 
Bug Advisory Concerning Upgrading ESP-IDF for Applications 
Using Deep-Sleep Functionality based on Certain ESP-IDF 
Versions 

Issue Date 2024/05/31 

Advisory Number AR2024-004 

Serial Number NA 

Version v1.0 

 
Issue Summary 

 
Issue 1: An incorrect power on/off configuration sequence of the Modem 
power domain may lead to a task watchdog exception during Wi-Fi initialization 
after wake-up from deep-sleep mode.  
 
This issue may occur on ESP32, ESP32-S2, ESP32-S3, ESP32-C3, and ESP32-C6 
chips. When both Wi-Fi and deep-sleep functionality are used simultaneously, 
there is a small possibility that the Modem module enters an exception state after 
the system waking up from deep sleep on a very small number of chips. This is 
due to the software executing an incorrect power on/off sequence for the 
Modem power domain, which can result in applications triggering the task 
watchdog in the subsequent Wi-Fi initialization process. 
 
Issue 2: For applications utilizing deep-sleep mode and developed based on 
certain ESP-IDF versions, they may trigger RTC watchdog after waking up on 
a very small number of ESP32-C6 chips. 
 
This issue occurs exclusively on ESP32-C6 chips. If these applications do not 
correctly shut off the HP_AON power domain during sleep, peripherals within this 
power domain may enter an exception state upon wake-up. Furthermore, 
bootloader may get stuck and the RTC watchdog could be triggered after wake-
up on a very small number of chips. 
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Affected Product Series: 
 
Issues 1 and 2 are both related to the chip manufacturing process and do not 
affect most chips. Issue 1 affects ESP32, ESP32-S2, ESP32-S3, ESP32-C3, 
ESP32-C6 and ESP32-H2 series chips. For now, only very few bug reports have 
been received for ESP32-S3. Issue 2 only affects ESP32-C6 series chips. 
 

ESP-IDF Affected Versions: 
 

Issue 1:  
 

ESP-IDF Branch  Affected Commit IDs Affected ESP-IDF 
Versions 

master abc43d8e to 24244f04 (not include) / 

release/v5.2 11eaf41b to 8f896f07 (not include) v5.2 - v5.2.1 

release/v5.1  cbce221e to ddd2c5b4 (not include) v5.1 - v5.1.3 

release/v5.0  6db1f2f9 to 55fc8e6a (not include) v5.0 - v5.0.6 

release/v4.4 8153bfe4 to 5017ec08 not include  v4.4 - v4.4.7 

 
Issue 2:  
 

ESP-IDF Branch  Affected Commit IDs 
Affected ESP-IDF 

Versions 

release/v5.1  cbce221e to 5c3f7ed2 (not include) v5.1 - v5.1.1 

 
ESP-IDF Patched Versions: 

 
Issue 1: 
 

ESP-IDF Branch  Fixed Commit ID Fixed ESP-IDF Version 

master 

Fixed for ESP32, ESP32-S2, 
ESP32-S3, and ESP32-C3 in 
commit 59716830  
Fixed for ESP32-C6 in commit 
24244f04 

Expected in v5.3 

release/v5.2 
Fixed for ESP32, ESP32-S2, 
ESP32-S3, and ESP32-C3 in 
commit c722d8aa  

Expected in v5.2.2 

https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/abc43d8e94a496b306ba7b42704e323beeca1c8f
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/24244f04f2832b6cd334d9a0deb090afb20686ac
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/11eaf41b37267ad7709c0899c284e3683d2f0b5e
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/8f896f07c5797164d19d0dac8606ef8f678ab915
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/cbce221e88d52665523093b2b6dd0ebe3f1243f1
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/ddd2c5b4182c577469ee4286f1b2439c83481621
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/6db1f2f9a767e91d724e1976801cb8cee1e42a11
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/55fc8e6ae45d9153771243c399d40a1502a07417
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/8153bfe4125e6a608abccf1561fd10285016c90a
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/5017ec08bb14cd6ae768cefbefbe438bf9309548
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/cbce221e88d52665523093b2b6dd0ebe3f1243f1
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/5c3f7ed2fddb3dd2bd3d8c65d8bc3d1eb3dcfb78
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/597168303d08cf217ccce8ef56cfff3b56fd95a7
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/24244f04f2832b6cd334d9a0deb090afb20686ac
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/c722d8aab636fa55d730c208c4693f4774c500e5
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Fixed for ESP32-C6 in commit 
8f896f07 

release/v5.1  

Fixed for ESP32, ESP32-S2, 
ESP32-S3, and ESP32-C3 in 
commit a1471a92  
Fixed for ESP32-C6 in commit 
ddd2c5b4 

Fixed in v5.1.4 

release/v5.0  
Fixed for ESP32, ESP32-S2, 
ESP32-S3, and ESP32-C3 in 
commit 55fc8e6a 

Expected in v5.0.7 

release/v4.4�
Fixed for ESP32, ESP32-S2, 
ESP32-S3, and ESP32-C3 in 
commit 5017ec08 

Expected in v4.4.8 

 
Issue 2: 

 
ESP-IDF Branch  Fixed Commit ID Fixed ESP-IDF Version 

release/v5.1  5c3f7ed2 Fixed in v5.1.2 

 
Recommendations for Application Developers 

 
If your application involves both Wi-Fi and deep sleep, and you are using an 
affected ESP-IDF version, it is recommended to use fixed ESP-IDF versions 
mentioned above or versions after the fixed commit. If you encounter any issues 
during the upgrade process, please provide the ESP-IDF version or Commit ID to 
Espressif. We will confirm and handle related matters as soon as possible. 

https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/8f896f07c5797164d19d0dac8606ef8f678ab915
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/a1471a9291b5219d3bbbef0a47a50b7a96bf8db5
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/ddd2c5b4182c577469ee4286f1b2439c83481621
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/55fc8e6ae45d9153771243c399d40a1502a07417
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/5017ec08bb14cd6ae768cefbefbe438bf9309548
https://github.com/espressif/esp-idf/commit/5c3f7ed2fddb3dd2bd3d8c65d8bc3d1eb3dcfb78
https://www.espressif.com/en/contact-us/technical-inquiries

